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1. INTR~D~JcTI~N 
The present paper is concerned with multipoint boundary value problems 
(MPBVP’s) for nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Let 
be a given real differential system, where x and f(~, t) are real n-dimensional 
vectors, andf(x, t) is defined and twice continuously differentiable with respect 
to x in a region D of the xt-space bounded by two hyperplanes t = tI and t = t, 
(h -c t, , m > 2). Then we are concerned with the solution of (1.1) which 
satisfies the nonlinear boundary condition, 
g(x(tJ, x(t,),..., .~(tm)> = 0, 1,-c&<-.*<t,, (‘4 
where the n-dimensional vector g is defined and twice continuously differen- 
tiable with respect to x(tJ (i = 1, 2,..., m) in the region Q given by 
l2=q xsz, x .** xl&, 
Qi = {x 1 (x, ti) E D}. (1.3) 
In [I], Urabe gave an existence theorem for solutions of multipoint boundary 
value problems involving a nonlinear differential equation (1.1) with very general 
linear boundary conditions. He also extended the results to the general nonlinear 
boundary condition (1.2) by using Newton’s method [2]. He discussed there 
an existence theorem by using the known solution of a linear system and showed 
linear convergence. 
In the papers [3-51, the author has given an iterative method, referred to as the 
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Initial Value Adjusting Method, for the numerical solution to the above problem. 
According to the method, the original nonlinear MPBVP (1.1) and (1.2) is 
transformed into a problem of solving iteratively an initial value problem with 
a perturbation parameter E, so that it is not necessary to use the solutions of an 
additional linear equation or to calculate analytically the partial derivatives of the 
original equations. In addition, the resulting algorithm can be easily reduced to a 
routine task using digital computers. 
By using Urabe’s results, Mitsui [6] has recently proved that, under appro- 
priate conditions, the method with a constant perturbation parameter has a 
linear convergence property. 
In the present paper, we first discuss a quasilinearization technique that 
generalizes the one introduced by Bellman and Kalaba [7] and then extend it to 
the initial value adjusting method. Using Kantorovich’s theorem, we then prove 
that these methods have quadratic convergence if the functions f and g are 
sufficiently smooth and initial approximations are selected close enough to the 
exact solution. In the proof the perturbation parameter E is assumed to be 
changed at each iteration. In fact it is possible to estimate a priori the value 
needed for a given accuracy. 
For an n-dimensional vector x and an n x n-dimensional matrix A, we use 
the norms defined by 
2. QUASILINEARIZATION FOR THE MPBVP’s 
Let us first consider the quasilinearization technique for the solution of 
nonlinear MPBVP given by (1 .l) and (1.2). At the (K + 1)-st iteration, we con- 
sider the following initial value problem 
9(t) =f@, t), x(t1) = k+lX() t, < t < Gn, (2.1) 
and denote the solution by x(t) = k+lx(t) (k = 0, 1, 2,...). The corresponding 
boundary condition (1.2) can be replaced by 
g(“+lx,) = gyX(Q,..., ‘“+1X(&J) = 0. (2.2) 
Subtracting (2.1) at K-th iteration from that at (K + I)-st iteration and using a 
truncated Taylor’s series expansion about “x(t), we have 
k’lqt) - k+(t) = f p+1x, t) - f(%c, t) 
= fsyX, t) [k+1x(t) - “x(t)], 
lc+lx(t,) - kx(t,) = kc+lx, - kXo , 
(2.3) 
where fz denotes the Jacobian matrix. 
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Let V(Y(~, tJ be the n x n-dimensional transition matrix defined by 
vP(‘(t, tJ = f#x, t) yt, tl), T(tl , tJ =- I,‘ ( (2.4) 
where I, is the n x n-dimensional identity matrix. Then (2.3) can be written as 
1 “X(l) - “x(t) = “Y(t, tl) (“:1x,, - I’S”). (2.5) 
Substitute A..‘x(t,) (I. I, 2,..., VZ) obtained from (2.5) into (2.2), and then 
expand the equation in a Taylor’s series up through first-order terms around 
kx(r,). Then we have 
‘Lp”“) 7 S(kq,) (A ‘1X() - q = 0, (2.6) 
where 
s(4%o) -- ;, [W-] V(f, ) t,). (2.7) 
The II x a-dimensional matrix S(‘C.r,,) is called the adjustiq matrix for the 
quasilinearization technique. 
From the above discussion, we have the following theorem for the technique. 
'~HEOHEM 2.1. Suppose that the adjusting matrix S(*x,) given by (2.7) is 
nonsin~ular. Then the nez initial condition, k-1x,, , for the quasilinearization 
technique is given by 
h-.l,y .- 0 5,) - [S( ^‘xo)]. 1 g(~xo), k .- 0, 1) 2 ,... (2.8) 
By use of the Kantorovich’s theorem, [8], we now have the following con- 
vergence theorem for the iterative sequence (2.8). 
'I'HEoREM 2.2. z-lssume that there exist positive constants 8, , ii, , :%I and I? 
such that 
(i) for the initial approximation Ox0 E Q, , the adjusting matrix S(Ox,,) has an 
inverse 
I Ori: - 1 S-l(oxo)Ii < 8, , (2.9) 
(ii) for Ox0 , the boundary condition (2.2) satisjes the foilowinlp relation 
1; g(Ojr,)1! d ii,, , (2. IO) 
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(iii) fog .z(tr) and y( tl) in the region Sz, , the folloeuing inequality is satisjied 
I: S(W) - S(YW)!J < M II ~(4) - y(tJl’ > (2.11) 
(iv) for the constant M and the tensor g;;(x,,) of the third order with compo- 
nents Pgi(x,,)/8xj(tl) 8xt(t,) (i, j, k == 1, 2 ,..., n; 1 == I, 2 ,..., m), 
x == max M, f  /Ig~~(x,J . ;I Y(tl I t,y , 
l=l 1 (2.12) 
(v) the constants 8,) &,, and I? introduced above satisfy the inequality 
ho = RBo2;io < 4. (2.13) 
Then the MPBVP g&n by (1 ,l) and (1.2) h as an exact initial condition x$ which 
is located in the cube 
(1 x _ ox /, < 1 - (1 - 20’2 iYj - 
0 01 1 
ho 
o=o . (2.14) 
Moreover the successive approximations (2.8) exist and converge to xt, and the 
speed of convergence may be estimated by 
(2.15) 
which shows that the order of convergence for the quasilinearization technique is 
quadratic. 
As for the proof, see the following section. 
3. INITIAL VALUE ADJUSTING METHOD FOR MPBVP’s 
In the previous section, we have discussed the question of convergence of the 
quasilinearization technique for the solution of general nonlinear MPBVP’s. Let 
us now consider conditions for convergence of the initial value adjusting method 
which is closely related to the quasilinearization technique. 
At the k-th iteration, consider the following perturbed initial value problem 
2(t) =f@, t), x(tl) = kxo + 7Ceej , j=- 1,2 ,..., 71, (3.1) 
and denote the solution by x(t) = kjy(t), w h ere “iy(t) denotes an n-dimensional 
vector, k~ is a perturbation parameter such that 0 < kc < 1 (k = 0, I,...) and 
ej denotes the j-th unit vector. 
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Since the perturbation parameter % (k = 0, l,...) is assumed to be small 
enough, the solution of (3.1) can be expressed as 
“jr(t) = “x(t) + ke8jx(t), j = 1, 2 ,..., n, (3.2) 
where Q(t) denotes the n-dimensional perturbation of the function %(t). 
From (2.1) at the K-th iteration and (3.1), we have 
Sj*(t) = &f(“s + k6SjX, t) -f(“X, t), Sjx(tl) = ej . (3.3) 
Expanding (3.3) in a Taylor’s series up through second-order terms around the 
current solution, we have 
s&(t) =f=(kx, t) SjX@) + Q”cg&q t) [Qqq12 + O(“4, (3.4) 
where f,, denotes the tensor of third order with components @f/&,(t) ax,(t) 
(i, z, k = 1, 2 )...) n), and O(kez) denotes the higher-order infinitesimal terms. 
Since the perturbation parameter k~ is assumed to be small enough, we now 
have the following 
%x(t) = k‘u(t, tl) ei + G 1: “Y(t, ~)fd~x, T) [?J’(T, tl) ej12 dr + O(“e2), (3.5) 
where kY(t, tJ is given by (2.4) and O(“e2) again denotes the higher-order 
terms. Substituting (3.2) with (3.5) into (2.2), and expanding into a truncated 
Taylor’s expansion about (‘“x(tJ,..., k~(tm)), we have 
jg(kd = A%) + ke t ki?(k%J kWz ,tl) 51 + y dkxo), (3.6) 
Z=l 
where 
gyxo) = p, 
1 
and uj is thej-th column vector of the 12 x n-dimensional matrix U(kxO). Using 
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(3.6), let us define an 1z x n-dimensional matrix S(%s; %) whose j-th column 
vector @x~; %) is defined by 
spxo; ke) = @X0) + ; Uj(kXO), j = 1, 2 ,..., n, (3.8) 
where s~(~x,) is the j-th column vector of S(%J defined by (2.7). The matrix 
qkxo; “6) is called the adjusting matrix for the initial value adjusting method. 
Analogous to (2.8) for the quasilinearization technique, let us now consider 
the following formula for the initial value adjusting method: 
qkxO; kc) [k+lxo - “x0] = -g(‘“xo), k = 0, 1) 2 ).... (3.9) 
For the adjusting matrix S(‘cx,; k~), we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let S(lcx,) and S(k~,; “E) be the n x n-dimensional matrices 
defined by (2.7) and (3.8), respectively. Then 
& S(kx,; kc) = S(kxo), h = 0, 1, 2 ,.... (3.10) 
See [3, 41 for the proof. 
We now prove the quadratic convergence property for the algorithm given by 
(3.9) (and also (2.8)) by using Kantorovich’s theorem, [8]. In the following, it is 
assumed that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 for the quasilinearization technique 
are satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.2. By analogy with Theorem 2.2, assume that there exist positive 
constants S, , 7r0 , M and K such that 
(i) for the initial approximation Ox0 E Q, , the adjusting matrix S(Ox,) and 
the boundary condition g(Ox,) given by (2.7) and (2.2), respectively, satisfy the 
following inequalities 
II s-l(oxo)ll < Bo 7 (3.11) 
IIg(“x0>ll < so = flo Y (3.12) 
(ii) for x( tJ and y(t,) in the region .QI , there exists a positive constant Mfor 
the adjusting matrix (2.7) such that 
II SW,)) - WWII G M II x03 - y(h)ll 9 (3.13) 
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(iii) for the constant M, for all x0 in s2, , andfor all (x, t) in D, there exists 
a constant K such that 
K = max i T , II utx II y f II &ftx,)ll . II yttl , tJl12] , 
(3.14) 
Z=l 
(iv) the constants introduced above satisfy the following inequality 
KBo2?ro < 2, (3.15) 
(v) the perturbation parameters k~ satisfy the following condition 
where 
0 < OE < B,TJ,, 
0 < kc < min[“-%, Bk7rk], 
for k = 0, 
for K = 1,2,..., 
(3.16) 
B, = SO 
1 - OEKB,/~ ’ 
ho = 3KR;Go, (3.17) 
and 
&--I 
Bk = 1 - h,-, ’ 
1 
=k = - hk-lrk-, , 
1 hi-, 
2 hk = T (1 - h,-,)a ’ 
(3.18) 
(vi) the constant h, introduced above satisfies the inequality 
ho < $3 (3.19) 
Then the MPBVP given by (1 ,l) and (1.2) has an exact initial condition x$ which 
is located in the cube 
j/ xo _ ox0 1) < 1 - (1 - 2ho)1’2 
ho 
Bore . (3.20) 
Moreover the speed of convergence may be estimated by the inequality 
II “+lxo _ x,* (I < (2hog”-’ ROT0 (3.21) 
which shows that the convergence rate of the initial value adjusting method given by 
(3.9) is quadratic. 
The proof of this theorem requires the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.1 [Banach’s lemma]. Let A be an arbitrary n x n-dimensional 
matrix such that 11 A (( = c < 1. Then the matrix (I, - A)-l exists, and the follow- 
ing inequality holds: 
ll(L - A)-l II < & . 
C 
(3.22) 
As to the proof, see [8]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that the hypotheses of the Theorem 3.2 are satisjied. Let 
F(S) be the matrix defked by 
I-(%) = s-yox,; “c). (3.23) 
Then 
II q”4i G Bo . (3.24) 
[Proof of the Lemma 3.21. From the definition of the adjusting matrix 
S(Oxo ; Oe) given by (3.8), we have 
pk) = [S(Oxo) + ; u(oxo)]-l 
= [I + ; s-1(0x,) qoxo)]-l S-1(0x0). 
From the assumption of Theorem 2.2, it follows that 
; I/ S-1(0x0) U(Ox,)ll < ; KBo < + KB,2ii, < 1. 
Thus we can apply the Banach’s lemma to (3.25) and deduce that 
II r(0411 G R,u < B, . 
l-zKfio 
[Proof of Theorem 3.21. From (3.9) and Lemma 3.2, we have 
11 lx0 - Ox0 jj < Bore < ’ - (l ; 2ho)1’2 B,,mo ,
0 
and from (3.14) and (3.16) 
II q”4 [q”xo; “4 - wx,; 1411 
<Bo W1x,--~,Il+ [ 
(“6 + ‘e) K 
2 ] <3KB,%,. 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
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We shall now show that, setting 
B 
&=j+ 
1 r1 = - hono , 
1 ho2 
2 hl = 2 (1 - ho)2 ’ 
(3.30) 
the relations (3.12), (3.19), (3.24) and (3.29) continue to hold if the index 0 is 
replaced everywhere by 1. By Banach’s lemma, (3.19) and (3.29), it follows that 
the matrix defined by 
H = I - T(Oc=) [S(Ox,; OE) - S(‘x,; ‘c)] (3.31) 
has an inverse satisfying 
1 
lIH-lIl < 1 -ho. (3.32) 
Putting r(%) = H-ll’(Oc), we have 
r(b) = {I - r(%) [S(Oxo; “6) - S(lxo; %)]}-1 s-‘(Ox,; “c) 
= S-1(1x0; ‘E). 
(3.33) 
Thus the matrix S(?z,; 1~) has been shown to have the inverse I’(%) = H-lT(Oc). 
From (3.27) and (3.33), we find 
II V4ll = II H-‘r(0411 < & = B, , (3.34) 
0 
so that (3.24) holds with the index moved up by 1. 
Expanding g(rxo) into a truncated Taylor’s series expansion around x(tJ = 
Ox0 1 we have 
g(‘x0) = ,dOx,) + S(Oxo; “c) (‘x0 - 0x0) - ; U(Ox,) (lx0 - 0x0) 
(3.35) 
+ -: f {gg(“x,) [Owl , $1 (‘x0 - 03J12>- 
1=1 
Taking (3.9), (3.14) and (3.16) into account, we have from (3.35) 
11 g(‘xo)ll < $‘EKB~QT~ + KBo2.rr,2 < +hono = nl , (3.36) 
and therefore 
II +I g(lxo)ll < BP, . (3.37) 
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Since h, -c 4, we also have 
h, = 3KB1277, = -!. ho2 
1 
2 (1 _ ho)2 G 2h02 < y ’ 
and finally (3.29) is satisfied with the index increased by 1. 
It is now clear that the above argument can be repeated, with ?x, , “x0 ,..., 
taking the place of Ox0 , lx0 ,.... If the numbers B, , VQ and h, are recursively 
defined by (3.18), we find that 
II k+lxo - “~0 II ,< Bmc , k = 0, 1, 2 ).... 
By induction we may easily show that 
h, d Who)2Lv k = 1, 2,..., 
and hence 
1 1 
-Z-l-hh,-rG1’ 
and 
77k = B,p, < hk-&r~lc-l < hk--l 
= & (2ho)2”-1 Bono . 
It follows that for any integer j 3 1 
hoBoTo 
11 k+h, - kxo (1 < (1 k+ho - k+j-lXo 11 + --- + 11 k+lxo - k~o 11 
< Y ?k+j-1 + vk+i-2 + “’ + Tk . 
Using the algebraic identity 
1 - (1 - 2hd1’2 1 - (1 - 2hk+,)1’2 77k _ = hk llk+l h 77k 3 k = 0, I,..., k+l 
we deduce that 
11 k+j% - kx,, I/ < r)k 
1 - (1 - 2hk)1’2 
h, ’ 
or using [I - (1 - 2hk)1/2]/hk f 2, that 
11 ‘+$I - kXo 11 < 27)k d & (2ho12”-’ ‘lo . 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(344) 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
The term on the right is independent of j and tends to zero as k + co. 
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Thus {kv,,} is a Cauchy sequence and has a limit x$ such that 
(3.47) 
Since all kc0 belong to the compact set defined by (3.20), x$ also does. The 
inequality (3.21) follows by letting j-t CZ, in (3.46). 
Let us now show that x$ is an exact initial condition of the given MPBVP 
(1.1) and (1.2). Th’ IS is shown by considering the identity 
g(“xo) = - S(lzx,; “c) [““X0 - ‘ix,]. (3.48) 
Using (3.13) and (3.14), we have 
II S($); “+I < II qkxo; “c) - S(Ox,; “+ + /I S(Ox,; “41 
< 2I.C ( 
1 - (1 - 2?#‘2 
h 
0 
) 70 + OX + II S(Oxo; “a (3.49) 
say. Hence 
II g(“xo)ll < c II k+lxo - “x0 II ’ (3.50) 
Letting k -+ cc and using the fact g(x,) is continuous, we have 
Finally, let us show that the iterative formula (3.9) for the initial value 
adjusting method has a quadratic convergence property. Let pk be the bound 
for /] ‘ixo - x$ I/ given by (3.21). Then we have 
and since h < 4, 
lirn lOg~'+l 2 --= . 
k-tm log& 
(3.52) 
This fact shows that the algorithm of the initial value adjusting method is 
quadratically convergent. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have discussed the quasilinearization technique and the 
initial value adjusting method for numerical solutions of nonlinear multipoint 
boundary value problems, and, using Kantorovich’s theorem, proved that these 
methods have quadratic convergence under some conditions. Theorem 2.2 and 
Theorem 3.2 are extensions of Kantorovich’s theorem for nonlinear algebraic 
equations to nonlinear multipoint boundary value problems in ordinary dif- 
ferential equations. 
In the proof of the initial value adjusting method, the perturbation parameter 
E is assumed to be changed at each iteration. However, from a computational 
point of view, it is not necessary to change the value at each iteration. In fact, as 
seen in an example [3], the iteration number necessary for convergence appears 
to be insensitive to the value of E. 
As for the computational algorithm for the present method and numerical 
examples, see [3, 4, 51. 
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